Students to offer views in search for next ND President

By MARTIN RODGERS
Staff Reporter

A group of Notre Dame students will assist the University's board of trustees in its choice of a new University president.

A student advisory committee has been formed at the request of the Notre Dame Board of Trustees to help select a successor to Father Theodore Hesburgh, who will resign at the end of next year.

On the committee are Student Body President Bill Healy, Student Body Vice President Lawrence Lyons, Lyons Hall President Jame Caball, Bruce Lohman, and Observer Editor-in-Chief Sarah Hamilton.

Healy said the committee would have an influence on "one of the most important decisions in the history of Notre Dame... a decision which will decide where the University is headed and under what type of direction. It's not a popularity contest... it is not to campaign..."

Healy said the voice of the students would indeed be heard, but the influence was contingent on the quality of the report.

The report will be divided into a public section highlighting qualities and a closed section mentioning candidates.

New SBP/SBV team set to lead next year

By ELLYN MASTAKO
Senior Staff Reporter

After a light-hearted campaign and an upset victory in the student body president election, Mike Switk and Don Montanaro will be smiling. The two newcomers to the political scene are the winners of the recent student body president election.

"We decided to run for office one day last semester as a joke. We thought it would be easier than it actually was," said Switk.

"We went on a campaign platform that were an idea whose time had come," said Montanaro.

"We see student government from the normal guy on the couch's point of view." We like couches," said Switk.

"They say, the crayon will be a hallmark of their administration," said Montanaro.

"The crayon thing will be the new symbol of student government," said Switk, who admitted he was partial to the jumbo blue ones. Montanaro said he will take the green ones to keep with the spirit of the St. Patrick's Day season.

Another symbol involves the entire student body.

"We said during our campaign that we would do our best to get Hall, used crayons to create unusual campaign posters. Now, added."

"I thought of the idea, so I got to be president and Don got to be vice president. I'm also a half-inch taller than Don. We thought it would look better in the pictures," said Switk.

Switk and Montanaro, who are roommates in Cardinal Hall, used crayons to create unusual campaign posters. Now, added.

Not to choose candidate A, B or C, but rather qualities."

"Having men and women in the same dorm will be a security problem. This contestion stems from Neff's attempt to block the tavern's new addition, according to Bauer. Neff lost his bid to block the building in late December and Bauer said she feels this may be his form of revenge. She noted there has not been any campaign to harass the university."

The crayon thing will be the new symbol of student government."

Besides a commitment to changing Kraft Macaroni and Cheese to Kraft Macaroni, they have other, more important goals.
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**In Brief**

**Weather**
Secondary School Administrators, Division of Student Activities, chance of showers and the high in the upper 40s. -

Instead, it will partly cloudy and mild with the in the sky today. That's scheduled for Monday.

**School**

In the case of a 9th in Maderella Hall.

The contest is open to all area high school women. The Indiana school competition as well as subject matter competition and computer programming competition. Competitions will be in Algebra II, Geometry, Advanced Mathematics, and Computer Programming.

**Of Interest**

**The Maria Pieta Award** Committee at Saint Mary's is now accepting nominations for the Maria Pieta Award, given to a professor who has made an important contribution to students' education and values, and who has demonstrated commitment to students and to academic quality. Requirements for eligibility are six semesters of teaching during the years 1982-3, 1984-5, 1985-6, and at least the equivalent of one lower-division course per semester. Nominations should be sent to Maria Pieta Award Committee, in care of Saint Mary's Freshman Office, 121 LeMans Hall.

**A French Mass** will be celebrated Sunday at 1 at the Log Cabin Chapel. All are invited. -

**Juniors** are encouraged to participate in the Class of '87 Day at the Logan Center tomorrow morning from 9 to 11:30. Helping kids decorate Easter eggs will be among the many activities involved.

**The Notre Dame** department of music announces Nick Morrison in a graduate student clarinet recital. The concert will take place tomorrow at 3 in the Audra Auditorium. Morrison will perform works by Carl Maria von Weber, Robert Schumann, Ludwig van Beethoven, Erland von Koch and Francis Poulenc. The concert is free and open to the public.

**The International Students** Organization is sponsoring the ISO Festival tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at Washington Hall. The evening will highlight cultural events from all over the world. Admission is free.

**St. Patrick's Day** and Fireworks will be sponsored by the Student Activities Board on Monday at Stepan Center. The party begins at 2 with Irish singers John Kennedy and Friends. From 4 to 7 The Law will perform, followed by the Glee Club and the Irish Dancers. The evening will culminate with fireworks at 10.

**Clayton Henderson**, chairman of the department of music at Saint Mary's, will present a program of "Music from Broadway way and Tin Pan Alley," tonight in the Little Theatre of Moreau Hall. The program is open to the public and free of charge.

**Weather**

**Kelly green clouds** will not be in the sky. That's scheduled for Monday. Instead, it will partly cloudy and mild with the high in the lower to middle 50s. Mostly cloudy and cool tonight with a 40 percent chance of showers. Low in the middle to upper 40s. Monthly Cloudy Saturday with a 30 percent chance of showers and the high in the upper 40s.

**Schlafly's out dated opinions offensive to women and men**

Schlafly's views are not yet known, consider this. You wouldn't want to think I want everyone to get married, it just leaves men more for those that do want to get married.

"We just look at the movie Rambo to see the type of man that Mr. Schlafly today really want.

"When you look at the big picture, you are telling the young women a very unrealistic thing if you are telling them that you can have your career and your babies and your husband, and he's going to share 50-50 in the baby's care and the housework."

Hear that, men? And for women, Schlafly tells us that if we are looking for a "sensitive, compassionate" man, in other words a Phil Donahue-type, to give it up. He just isn't out there.

Men in the audience should have been even more offended Tuesday night. Schlafly's view of men in general was not so flattering, as she sees them gradually "allowing" their wives to work, but certainly not expecting to take on any household responsibilities.

Schlafly seems to overlook that today working outside the home is an economic necessity for many women if couples want to provide for their children, such as a college education. Perhaps when she attended school, it was economically feasible to do so without parental aid. However, this isn't the case anymore.

In fact, most of Schlafly's views just aren't the case anymore. Perhaps it's time she realized this and stopped attempting to turn the clock back and stopped encouraging the patronizing tone.

As shown by this week's lecture series, women have come a long way over the past two decades. Views such as Schlafly's only can serve to hinder any further progress.

**Toss Guarino**

Saint Mary's Executive Editor

**Of Interest**
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**13th ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE**

MARCH 14, 15, 16
START THE SEASON OFF WITH SAVINGS ON EVERYTHING, AT LEAST 10%

MANY ITEMS UP TO 50% OFF

**Factory Representatives From**

**CIRCLE Y**

Special shipment of saddles and Arabian show equipment

**Conegress Leather**

Show chaps in six color special orders taken ultra suede

**Crates Saddlery**

Saddles shipped in for this event

**Montana Silversmiths**

Silver to fit every need

**Acme丹POST**

The ENTIRE SUMMER LINE.

**ACME-DAN POST**

MARCH 14, 15, 16

START THE SEASON OFF WITH SAVINGS ON EVERYTHING, AT LEAST 10%

MANY ITEMS UP TO 50% OFF

**Support the March of Dimes**

**ABE RANCH**

Everywhere in Horse and Rider English & Western
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$800 million of Marcos uncovered; billions still believed to be hidden

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines - A government commission has discovered that ousted President Ferdinand Marcos hid $800 million in a Swiss bank account, a major step toward locating up to $10 billion he allegedly spirited out of the Philippines, an official said yesterday.

President Corazon Aquino, meanwhile, ordered Philippine banks to freeze all assets held by Marcos, his wife, Imelda, and 51 of his associates.

Ramon Diaz of the new Commission on Good Government announced discovery of the Swiss bank account yesterday but refused to provide details or say how the commission learned of its existence.

Commission head Jovito Salonga has estimated that Marcos and his associates illegally diverted $5 billion to $10 billion in national assets to overseas accounts and investments.

Diaz, also a commission official, told a news conference that the Aquino government in "optimistic and hopeful" it will regain any wealth Marcos invested illegally in the United States "in line with promises previously made by the United States that they will cooperate with the Philippine government."

Salonga began a 10-day visit to the United States on Wednesday. He plans to collect evidence of Marcos' holdings, consult U.S. legal experts on ways to regain the funds and meet with U.S. State Department officials, Diaz said.

Marcos allegedly bought property in New York City and Long Island.

Prostitutes focus press on Brown

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - Reports of a prostitution ring allegedly involving Brown University students could unfairly tarnish the Ivy League school's image, administrators said yesterday.

"We certainly have been the butt of a lot of very bad jokes and unwarranted conclusions about the morals of our student body," said Robert Reichley, vice president for university relations.

Two Brown seniors were arrested last week on prostitution charges, and Providence police said Wednesday that photos of eight other former or current Brown women were among the photos of 46 women seized from a home that has become a focal point in the investigation.

The investigation has focused on a converted carriage house in a fashionable section of Providence near the campus. Police raided the condominium last Friday and found more than 100 photos of the 46 women in "various stages of undress." The owner of the home has not been charged.

Reichley said it was unfair to focus on the Brown women because they represent a minority of those allegedly involved. He also said there were only six other Brown students identified in the photos, not eight as police said.

The Student Activities Board presents St. Patty's Day Irish Run

on Saturday, March 15
from 10am to 11am

on the 5K run begins at the Fieldhouse Mall
and ends in front of O'Shag.

FREE St. Patrick's Day T-shirt to all who finish.

The $1 entry fee can be paid in the dining halls at dinner or at the S.A.B. Offices.
Co-ed
continued from page 1

by BUD LUEPKE
Staff reporter

This is the first of two articles concerning next week's Student Senate elections. Today's article focuses on candidates from districts 3 and 4. Monday's edition will feature senate opponents from districts 3, 4, and 5.

Brian Holst, who is running for district 1 senate, said communication with students is his priority. "Few students know who their senator is," he said. Holst, a sophomore from Holy Cross, said if elected he will propose a Senate Advisory Council in which each senator will meet with an appointed representative from each of the dorms in that district.

Holst said that while he believes the senate structure has its flaws, he will try to work within the system. However, he said, "I want to define the role of student government, make it more efficient.

Holst has served as a parliamentarian of the Student Life Council the last two years and was chairman of the Committee for the Restructuring of campus-wide representation, according to Loux. "That way you could form a complaint that the people in the two dorms were being treated differently. The residence staff desired a consistent housing policy for all students of the premises," he said.

"Surely it isn't the situation that exists on campus," said Loux. "I think special circumstances justly cured dorms. (London) is a totally different kind of situation. They go to plays in the evening and have evening classes. It's a completely different kind of context. One can't extrapolate the policy there to campus," he added.

The other concern in the discussion was whether or not to mix housing for the second dorm in the spring semester. It was making a unified student residence policy, according to Loux. "That way you could form a complaint that the people in the two dorms were being treated differently," he said.

"Surely it isn't the situation that exists on campus," said Loux. "I think special circumstances justly cured dorms. (London) is a totally different kind of situation. They go to plays in the evening and have evening classes. It's a completely different kind of context. One can't extrapolate the policy there to campus," he added.

Kaplan LSAT PREP...
BE OVER 40 & LOVE IT!

No matter what your age, if you plan on going to law school, a score over 40 can put spring in your step!

You're a candidate who score between 40 and 40 on the new Law School Admission Test enjoy the best chance of being accepted to the law school of your choice and going on to practice with top firms or corporations. The Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, LSAT preparation is a fine art. So much, so that Kaplan has more than 40 years of experience in any other test firm in the nation.

"You can't extrapolate the policy there to campus," he added.
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The Naz Competition is coming...
A chance for student bands and musicians to compete for fame and recognition.

On Friday, April 4th you will compete for:

★ CASH PRIZES!
★ A position in the Saturday showcase performance (April 5th)
★ A chance to play with MAX WEINBERG.
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S DRUMMER!

KAPLAN

The worlds leading test prep organization.

Career, College, Entrance, Exampreparation.

1717 E. South Bend Ave
South Bend IN 46637
(219) 272-4135

For information Regarding Over 120 Centres
in U.S.A. please call TOLL FREE: 1-800-223-1782
or write to the L.A. office and over 20 other standardized examinations.
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Paddy wagon to allow drinking, not driving

By KENDRA LEE MORRILL
News Staff

On Monday Notre Dame and Saint Mary's will celebrate the first on-campus St. Patrick's Day in 10 years. Saint Mary's student government has a plan to ensure that the celebration is a safe one for partying students.

The student government is sponsoring a "paddy wagon" which will transport students from the bars and off-campus parties back to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Jeanne Heller, Saint Mary's student body president-elect, originated the idea of the paddy wagon, and she is in charge of the program along with Kathleen Juckniess, the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Hall Presidents' Council Representative.

Said Juckniess, "The Saint Mary's student government realizes there could be a problem (with drinking and driving)," and so it is taking steps to minimize the problem.

According to Juckniess, the idea of transportation from bars and parties on St. Patrick's Day was presented to the Saint Mary's Programming Board by Heller, and it was very well received. It was then approved by the student government advisors, and the plan was set in motion. It is strictly a student-run project, Juckniess added.

The paddy wagon is free of charge, and only a Notre Dame or Saint Mary's ID is needed to ride, Juckniess said. The wagon will actually be a bus provided by J & E Transit, which also will provide the driver. She said the hours of operation will be from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m., with the bus leaving every half-hour from LeMans Hall at Saint Mary's.


Elizabeth Kennedy and Thomas Hudal, also listed in the same order as above, plans to build on our past experience with new enthusiasm and unique ideas, said Nonnenkamp.

"We’ve had the experience, yet we have new people and new blood," she said.

Office campaign commissioner candidate Mark Peabody cited consistency as his major goal if elected. He is certain the whole year and keep trying for more money and keep trying for more events,” he said.

"The focus should be on the events for-OF-campus people," said Peabody.

The candidate Steve Tayaerts said he considers one person inadequate for the office campaign position. "Why shouldn’t-off-campus students have the same representation as those on-campus," he asked.

He said Mary Kay Steinmeier, Mark Conces, and Kevin Madden will share the responsibilities of the office if elected.

This job (office campaign commissioner) has been a blow-off for many people, only resume-filling," said candidate Tayaerts. "I have no intention to do that," he said.

Thomas said her past-off-campus planning experience makes her "better than the other two candidates."

Ombudsmen Election Officer Tom Brennan said because Tayaerts “is more the same thing” as selecting a cabinet, there are no rules against it. But he is “50 percent” certain the Ombudsmen Election Committee will reject Tayaerts’ proposal to include his additional running mates on the ballot. "He is the one running for office,” Brennan said.

Office and off-campus commission elections will be held Tuesday, with run-offs on Thursday, if necessary.

"Student government will not be a show piece,” said Brennan. "They’re spinning something else."

He said the delegates have been raising their living expenses. Markey agreed, explaining that the students were chosen, Mainwaring said, “I made an announcement in the class on Central America that I am teaching. Marky said the delegates of the OAS are sponsoring the event to enhance understanding of the body and its goals, which include sharing, friendship and cooperation, according to Edgar Maya, director of the Model General Assembly of the Organization of American States (OAS) next Monday through Friday.

Notre Dame’s delegation includes Patrick Markey, Joseph Schaefer, Jolie Gothem, Brian Czarnik, Miguel Gomez, Pablo Czarnik, Kathy Conces, and Gilbert Marhuan. "The whole ideal is that we represent our country," said them in my room. I’m not happy about that."" Switek is a junior who hails from Houston, Texas. He said, "I don’t own an oil well and I’ve never lived on a ranch. However, being a geologist major, he says he hopes one day to work in oil fields and "tainted rocks."

Montanaro was born just outside Philadelphia and lived there until he started high school. He then moved to New Jersey, where he lives in Napedell. He is a Notre Dame student major.

The Kellogg Institute paid the registration fee for this year’s simulation, while the students raised their living expenses. Marky said, "We went around to different departments," raising approximately $1,000.

In addition to raising hands, Marky said participating students have been meeting since January.

"We are in the process of writing the resolutions," he said.

"These kids have done an amazing job of getting themselves organized and we’re short a time," said Scott Mainwaring, co-faculty coordinator and assistant professor of political science.

He said the delegates have been working on the "first draft," but he said the committee members will not be examined by professors, but "We don’t want to test them, we want to test them by their peers and colleagues in Washington," Mainwaring said.

"I expect that this group will be equally good (as last year's delegation). It’s really a terrific group of students."
The Student Activities Board presents......

St. Patrick's Day 1986

Friday, March 14

There will be a celebration on the Fieldhouse Mall and in the South Dining Hall from 12-6pm. We will have 24-hour D.J.'s. Irish hot chocolate, green lemonade, green bagels, and green donuts with green icing under outdoor tents.

Saturday, March 15

From 10-11am there will be a St. Patty's Day Irish Run. This 1K run will begin at the Fieldhouse Mall and end in front of O'Sheag. The $1.00 entry fee can be paid in the dining halls at dinner or at the SAB offices. All finishers will receive St. Patrick's Day T-shirts.

Sunday, March 16

There will be a St. Patrick's Day Bash at the Stepan Center from 11-4pm. The University Food Services will cook up a special Irish menu. North Dining Hall will be closed. Need I.D. There will be a D.J. and free St. Patrick's Day hats.

Monday, March 17

From 2-4pm there will be a St. Patrick's Day party at the Stepan Center. Relax by listening to live bands (The Lew and Cold Drinks), an Irish singer (John Kennedy), and the Irish Harp. Come see the Irish Dancers. Hot dogs and munchies served. Free St. Patrick's Day hats.

End up St. Patrick's Day by watching fireworks at Stepan Field at 10 pm on Monday, March 17.
Viewpoint

Mike Wilkins

Who says there's no justice in the world?

My greasing parking ticket saga mercifully ended Wednesday and I'm now the proud owner of ten bucks I had already written off as spent. And just in time to place a long-shot bet on Notre Dame to win the NCAA tournament, I might add.

Mike Wilkins

P.O. Box Q

Phelps deserves credit for his coaching efforts

Dear Editor:

In response to the Bob Fitzgerald-Paul Kolecik sophomoricharm column, I find the following statement by Mike Bobinski, developer of our wonderful basketball ticket distribution system, since no one from Security was moved to take over parking in the pay lot behind the Center for Continuing Education, to be wide of the mark: "Parking in the pay lot behind the Center for Continuing Education is not allowed to students and faculty who make use of this lot, and get away with it all...we're going to have to make use of the fine system."

I'm sorry Fitzgerald and Kolecik, in case you might not know, he's considered to be one of the best coaches and most knowledgeable men in the business. So, I'll bet he was the reason Mike Bobinski developed our wonderful basketball ticket distribution system. I'll bet you right now that if that were the case, my parking ticket saga would have mercifully ended Wednesday and I'd be now the proud owner of ten bucks. I'd be right up there greasing my parking ticket as fast as I could...I'd be doing it just like Phelps does for Notre Dame basketball, like most other sports, it's won with defense and not offense! If you were to ask those who play the game, you would find out that defensive substitutions are theum for defensive reasons and not because a player missed a shot. Those defensive assignments hurt teams more than missed shots. N.C. State won the nationals because Mississippi missed a few free throws, but because 1) Houston tried to stall halfway through the second half, 2) N.C. State played aggressive defense, and 3) Akeem Olajuwon didn't box out Cordell McQuens at the end.

Ironically, we make analogous statements between that game and the Notre Dame-Duke game, but for the wrong reasons. The reason we almost won the game was because of the outstanding shooting of the Fighting Irish, not because of the panic and foolishness of Duke toward the end of the game. Instead, the Irish played as well as they had the past few weeks but right down to the wire, toyed with the 45-second clock. If not for some uncanny last second shots by Danny Ferry, the game would have been ours. Put a 45-second clock in the Houston-N.C. State game and Jim Valvano wouldn't have put the Cougars in the line as much as he did. Oh yeah, defensive play. Wasn't that a great defensive play by Johnny Watkins to save the game for Duke?

Phelps has proven himself as a master in preparing his team not only for each game, but for life after basketball. He is a credit to Notre Dame and college basketball. A lot of times he has taken physically outmanned teams and mentally tougher teams, and this year the Irish have been one of the best at it. He is a credit to Notre Dame and the game of basketball.

The Observer

My grueling parking ticket saga mercifully ended Wednesday and I'm now the proud owner of ten bucks I had already written off as spent. And just in time to place a long-shot bet on Notre Dame to win the NCAA tournament, I might add. But I was wrong. One of the members of the board stuck his head out the door and called me. I felt like Mr. Brown, that man replaying the first Source Bank commercial who is waiting to get a loan and the bank officer comes around cautiously and says, "Come in Mr. Clawson," and the name "Clawson" echoed down the hall. Despite my fears, the appeal itself was the easiest part of the whole process. I walked in, sat down and very informally talked to the board who told me the ticket was a crock. They asked me a couple of questions and that was it. Then they had me up out in the hall (where the student priest and the Irish president were discussing what I would never amount to anything and would surely end up in hell), and quickly reminded me of a real bargain.

But all is not happiness in the parking lot of our humble campus. It seems that Security is planning on posting a sign at the CCE lot informing students that they are not allowed to park there. Though this solves the short-term problem of students being unaware that they are not allowed to park in that lot, it ignores the major issue. Students and faculty will not be allowed to park in this lot, even though there are still enough spaces available to those individuals who feel like investing 75 cents in a parking space.

Mike Wilkins is a Notre Dame law student and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

P.O. Box Q

Steinem cancels speech, hopes to be rescheduled

Dear Editor:

I just started out for the airport for the second time today, my first Chicago flight being cancelled by fog, and this time I'm not going to make it. I've finally been cancelled by flu. You know all those newspaper symptoms of head pains, dry cough, sore throat, then you can't go anywhere anymore. Well they're true. In almost 20 years I've rarely cancelled anything, but this time I'll have to. But here's my deal with you. If you can reschedule, I promise to move heaven and earth to get there.

I've been looking forward very much to both. I am not going to call again. If you call, then you can't go forward twice as much. Please let me know.

Gloria Steinem

Campus quote

"It's going to be tough for us to win it all...we're going to have to beat the type of competition that's spread across the country."

Richard "Digger" Phelps
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When Irish eyes are all smiles

ND and SMC celebrate first St. Pat's Day since '80

LISA YOUNG
features senior staff

As your favorite leprechaun where his favorite place to spend his favorite holiday is, excluding Ireland. Of course!

The land of class lists full of O'Brien's and McNamara's, Sean's and Erin's, the home of the Fighting Irish - Notre Dame. How many Irish eyes wish that they could be within gazing distance of the golden dome for the holiday of holidays - St. Patrick's Day.

Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students should consider themselves lucky. The last time spring break was not scheduled over St. Patrick's Day was in 1980 and before that, 1975.

This is the first St. Paddy's Day, however, that will be celebrated since the alcohol policy went into effect. Says Associate Vice President for Residence Life John Goldrick, "The alcohol policy is in effect on St. Patrick's Day (just as it is on any other day) so we would expect celebrations to take that fact into account. It's my understanding that quite a number of non-alcohol events are being planned and that seems a good sign."

But even prior to the alcohol policy, St. Patrick's Day celebrations were not campus-wide beer bashes, as might be imagined. Gatherings in honor of the occasion were small and in private rooms.

True, Corby's did run an ad in 1980 promising an opening time of 7 a.m. Ten-cent green beers were available, with a 5-cent increase every hour until noon. Thirty-five-cent beers continued throughout the day. Administration still shoulder upon mentions of that day.

St. Patrick's Day in 1975 marked a very special day indeed. It was the day that, as Emil T. Hofman, dean of Freshman Year of Studies, says, "Notre Dame became the nation's capital." The university was host to former President Gerald Ford.

The president was invited by Father Theodore Hesburgh, University president. Classes were canceled for a morning convocation. A press conference was held, and Ford spoke to the student body that evening.

The University was in session in 1967, 1969 and 1970. This time period saw as the center of St. Pat's Day celebrations a small bar named Sweeney's. Located on Main Street, a 1970 ad for Sweeney's promised 30 kegs and that everything would be green - even bottled beer. The magic pass to enter Sweeney's was a green swizzle stick, and nearly every Notre Dame student found one to bring.

But a 1986 St. Patrick's Day will be as changed as the times. Student Activities Board Special Events Commissioner Steve Morita says that plans for St. Pat's Day began about a month and a half ago. "We have some really good ideas to get the campus into the spirit of the day. We wanted to turn the dome green, but we ran into some administrative problems," says Morita. SAB, student government, and Saint Mary's have, however, planned a weekend full of events.

The celebration kicks off today with two disc jockeys spinning tunes from 2 p.m. until 6 p.m. Sophomore Mari Highbarger will be set up on the Fieldhouse Mall, and "The Fresh Cut DJ's," Scott Flores and Kevin Fiorito, will be outside South Dining Hall. Refreshments as green lemonade, green-iced doughnuts, and hot chocolate will be served.

There are no plans for a parade, but tomorrow's "St. Pat's Day Irish Run" will fill in the open time slot. A $1 entry fee can be paid upon registration in the dining halls or before the run on Saturday.

The festivities continue on Sunday with a "Pre-St. Patrick's Day Bash." This event will include a brunch with a "New York" parade theme and will feature a disc jockey. It will be held from noon to 4 p.m. at Stepan Center. North Dining Hall will be closed.

And then Monday - St. Patrick's Day, 1986. Again at Stepan Center events are planned, from 2 to 11 p.m. Snacks and desserts will be provided by University Food Services. Entertainment will in-

see ST. PAT'S, page 2
The truth at this and other stories is uncertain, however, as St. Patrick's own account of his childhood is strongly different. In his "Confessions," he writes, "We departed away from God and kept not his commandments and were not obedient to our presbyters who were sent tohort us in our education." Whatever the case, St. Patrick was soon to become a very strong and devout Christian. At the age of 16 he was captured by the Irish, and lived with them for six years. When he was 21 he was able to escape and return to his own people. St. Patrick was sold as a slave and worked for six years tending sheep and swine on the hills of Antrim. It was during these years that St. Patrick turned from his heathenism to his religion. "Now after I arrived in Ireland tending flocks was my daily occupation and constantly I used to pray in the daytime. The love of God and the fear of Him increased more and more and faith grew and the spirit was moved so that in one day I would say as many as a hundred prayers and at night nearly as many, even while I stayed out of the woods and on the mountain," he wrote.

St. Patrick says that he was chosen by God to be a " Apostle of the Nations." He used to spend hours in the woods and on the mountain, meditating on the mystery of the Trinity, and he taught the Irish language and scriptures. He went to Ireland in search of the beautiful and pure. He began to understand and love them.

St. Patrick was led to his escape by a voice that came in his dream. Supposedly it was an angel named Victor, the guardian angel of Ireland, who told him when the ship was ready for him. St. Patrick arrived in Britain where he traveled over land and then traveled by sea to finally return to his home.

While at home, St. Patrick had the visions that determined the course of his life. "An angel was in a vision of the night, a man, as it were, coming from Ireland whose name was Victorius in letters immemorial. And he gave me one of these letters and I read the beginning of the letter containing this title: The Voice of The Irish. And while I was reciting the beginning of the letter I thought at the same moment I heard the voices of those people...and they cried out thus as from one mouth: 'We bewitch thee, holy youth, to come and walk once more among us.'" St. Patrick went out at once to prepare for his mission. He labored, fasted, prayed, and did penance. He underwent severe monastic training until he eventually consecrated a bishop and sent, once again, to Ireland.

The legend surrounding the Irish, preaching the Gospel and ordaining as a bishop, "even to the outermost districts beyond which no man lived and where nobody had power to baptize or to ordain clergy or to confirm the people." Many legends also surround this part of St. Patrick's life, one of which is his driving of the snakes out of Ireland. During this period of history, a movement called Arianism tried to destroy the doctrine of the Blessed Trinity. St. Patrick felt such a strong devotion to the Trinity that he was determined to convince his Irish people of its truth. In order to help illustrate the mystery of the Trinity, St. Patrick used the shamrock which has since become the emblem of the Irish faith and race.

The exact date of St. Patrick's death is uncertain, but legend has it that he died on March 17, 493. He spent his declining years in Armagh, but died in Saul. For 12 days a grateful nation reverently visited his remains, and then he was laid to rest in Downpatrick.

His name has been honored by the Irish for more than a thousand years and churches have been dedicated to him all over the world. Today St. Patrick's Day is not only in remembrance of a great saint, but it is also an expression of the pride and love Irishmen everywhere have for their religion, their heritage and their country.

SUSAN BUCKLEY

J. CHRISTOPHER MURPHY

Patrick, once a slave, became the patron saint of Ireland.

He showed God to captors

St. Patrick's Day, always celebrated the day St. Patrick used the shamrock which has since become the emblem of the Irish faith and race.

This year's leprechaun, Jeff Anhut, promotes enthusiasm and tradition at many athletic events. The traditional Irish jig, which is taught to the leprechaun, is danced at times of extreme jubilation. The wooden shillelagh, a hammer passed down from leprechaun to leprechaun. "The shillelagh I have is the same one that every leprechaun has," says Anhut.

Anhut has also added some of his own stunts to the leprechaun's repertoire. Walking on his hands and a series of back springs are a must for this year's leprechaun. One of Anhut's claims to fame is the "hat trick." "I tried it, worked, and it got a big response," says Anhut. It was an unscripted action but has become a regular part of the leprechaun's football routine.

Working in a stadium is tough. "You have to remember that you're in a stadium and you have to make things as big as possible," says Anhut. In the basketball arena things are tough, but in a different way. "You have a lot of room to work in and everything that you can do be seen by everyone," he says. Anhut also designed his outfit with the help of Lola Ross. Since student government, and Saint Mary's.

The senior class is fortunate to be spending a legal St. Patrick's Day on campus. There events center around St. Pats's party at Senior Bar. The evening will include free corned beef sandwiches, Bud/St. Pat's giveaways and paraphernalia, Harp and Guinness stout, Irish whiskey and green beer (so says the March senior class officer.)

The junior class is not happy with any class-sponsored events, because it saw Mondy, junior class vice president, says, "Within the rules of the Anti-Irish policy we couldn't plan the kind of event that St. Patrick's Day at Notre Dame deserves. Though, we know the junior class will live up to the spirit of the holiday on their own." A Saint Mary's student government program called the "St. Paddy's Wagon" will also run with the purpose of safely returning students to campus from St. Patrick's Day celebrations. A school bus will begin its rounds at 6 p.m. and return every hour until 1 a.m. This service is free to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students and residents.

The leprechaun, with his fiery red hair, is danced about the campus, together with the "Fighting Irish" nickname, both a very precise of the spirit which has made Notre Dame a name known the world over. Surprisingly, they are not the original mascots and nickname of the University, but the legacy of service built by the students who have served as the leprechaun throughout the years has established it as one of the most famous university mascots in the United States.

In fact, Notre Dame's mascot used to be another creature clothed in a monogram sweater, and the "Fighting Irish" of Notre Dame used to be the "Catholics." The legends of these two traditions vary according to the source.

The exact year that the leprechaun was first used is hard to trace. The addition to the cheering squad seems to have occurred in the late 50s. The leprechaun is first pictured in the 1972 Dome yearbook, although the leprechaun's stature has grown in its present popularity.

St. Patrick's Day, always celebrated the day St. Patrick used the shamrock which has since become the emblem of the Irish faith and race.

This year's leprechaun, Jeff Anhut, promotes enthusiasm and tradition at many athletic events. The traditional Irish jig, which is taught to the leprechaun, is danced at times of extreme jubilation. The wooden shillelagh, a hammer passed down from leprechaun to leprechaun. "The shillelagh I have is the same one that every leprechaun has," says Anhut.

Anhut has also added some of his own stunts to the leprechaun's repertoire. Walking on his hands and a series of back springs are a must for this year's leprechaun. One of Anhut's claims to fame is the "hat trick." "I tried it, worked, and it got a big response," says Anhut. It was an unscripted action but has become a regular part of the leprechaun's football routine.

Working in a stadium is tough. "You have to remember that you're in a stadium and you have to make things as big as possible," says Anhut. In the basketball arena things are tough, but in a different way. "You have a lot of room to work in and everything that you can do be seen by everyone," he says. Anhut also designed his outfit with the help of Lola Ross.
Mr. Macleod is engaged in fighting other immortals in New York City, which has been chosen as the site of the “gathering.” In one period, he is inognito as an antique dealer. In the opening scene of the movie, Macleod is at a wrestling match in Madison Square Garden and feels the presence of another immortal. Needless to say, he meets a second immortal in battle. This immortality is qualified when the viewer learns that persons can be killed only by decapitation. As a result, very early in the film it becomes evident that many birds are going to roll whether they advocate the consumption of cake or not.

This movie has got some good points and some bad points. Taking the film, “Highlander” has one big problem in that its characters are poorly defined. Macleod’s character is probably the most developed of all, yet because all of the years he has lived, there remains a great deal of information which the viewers never find out. This would be acceptable in a book, but not in a movie. It becomes incoherent in mystery, however, this is not the case. Some development is attempted and in some instances, the viewer is left wondering for more.

A rather disappointing in this film concerns the special effects. Whenever the presence of reality of present day life is joined with fantasy in any way, it is important that reality is maintained at the points where it will be noticed. The glaring example of incoherence to recognize this fact is that every time someone’s head flies, there is absolutely no blood. Now, if one is looking for a film which can enjoy, it is essential to find one that will not insult his intelligence when it deals with

Otherwise, the viewer’s appreciation of the film as a composition which effectively utilizes both fantasy and reality will not be enhanced.

On the plus side, “Highlander” has a good story. It is a pure action and keeps the viewer engaged in events. The sword play is also very interesting and on the whole, fantasy lovers will probably eat this film up. This is a very big plus and one which influences the overall impact of the film. In short, for those looking for a movie which contains an absorbing, exciting story, “Highlander” is a good choice.

As far as originality, the music includes a soundtrack by the group Queen. The music is good (it’s also a little loud at times) and lends itself well to this piece of fantasy. Furthermore, Queen’s music is used in more than a few places and can really be said to enhance the film on the whole. In contrast, other background music not by Queen is, in most instances, rather hokey.

On the whole, “Highlander” is a fairly nice film. It does have a few faults, but at times interestingly joins two totally unrelated facts of life—fantasy and reality.

---

**Highlander**

A New column by
Dave Dvorak

Every other Monday in
The Observer
The Bore House—oops!

Oar House not much fun

JOHN AFFLECK
features writer

It's going to be hard to squeeze out 10 paragraphs on The Oar House. What makes this place unique or memorable among the bars of South Bend? Nothing. Well, maybe the decor is a step above The Commons or Lee's Grill and Barbecue, but that's it.

The Bar Beat

The Bar Beat

The bar is done in a style vaguely reminiscent of a wooden sailing ship. Seaworn-looking paneling and heavy rope rigging separate the three rooms of the bar, one of which contains a pool table, another the bar and another extra seating.

Low level red lighting from antique type ships' lanterns, red carpeting and comfortable chairs contribute to give the decor a fairly relaxing tone.

That's not quite it for The Oar House's good points. There also is a carry-out counter, open until 3 a.m. So for a higher price than one would normally pay, one can get alcohol for after-hours.

Other than these two aspects, this bar is a yawner. They don't sell draft beer or, by extension, pitchers.

The bartender said that there are never any drink specials. Bummer.

However, from 4 to 7 p.m. every evening one can get (read for this?) free munchies. What are these free munchies? "Mostly popcorn, but sometimes we have nachos with that hot sauce," the bartender said. Great. If one wants free popcorn The Commons has it, and Chi Chi's provides nachos with that hot sauce and also that bean dip. Either one of those establishments is more interesting in terms of clientele.

The people who frequent The Oar House seem to be the middle-aged executive crowd. These people are here for a beer after work at the office or after the convention at The Holiday Inn lets out for the night. It's not the kind of nightspot where college students generally hang out.

What makes this place unique or memorable among the bars of South Bend? Nothing. Well, maybe the decor is a step above The Commons or Lee's Grill... but that's it.

A friend got so bored he decided to help write the Bar Beat by reviewing the men's restroom. His notes say it had no toilet paper, no mirror and no hand dryers. Customers will have to use the paper towels instead.

In the men's room there is a line of graffiti which says "Dave is a stone fox." One wonders what a stone fox is. Is it a stoned fox or a concrete fox? And why is Dave a stone fox?

Obviously, I wouldn't recommend the Oar House.

To avoid The Oar House do not drive up 31 North from campus. Do not drive past King Cellar on the right, and do not look to the left before getting to Naugles, where The Oar House sign will be flashing.

Middle-aged clientele frequent The Oar House for post-office drinks.

CHICAGO BULLS

vs. Milwaukee Bucks

"Painter's Hat Night"

7:30 p.m. Game

A $21.00 value for only $9.00

THIS SATURDAY - MARCH 15

Bus leaves Library Circle 5:30 p.m.
Tickets available at THE TICKET STUB
(Basement of LaFortune)
Open 11:30-4:30

FREE ADMISSION

Presentation will be followed by Questions & Answers
I

tried to imagine what the world would be like if the Catholic Church were to disappear tomorrow. If the Catholic Church is back to basics again, maybe the world would be better off if the Church took a powder.

I'm tired of defending the creaky old structure that is, allegedly, so out of touch with the other ends of the human race. Every school child who reads history knows how bad the Church got in the Middle Ages. In the 20th century also, it seems, all of us clerics are heartless, from the pope on down. All of us are ignorant of the moral laws, even when we try to make them believe the old myths and superstitions are still alive.

The Catholic Church, for example, has this unhealthy hangup with sex. It's stupid to try to play during a sexual revolution. A stupid if the Church took a powder. The Church of Ten Commandments. The use of human sexuality has serious consequences. Couples give themselves to each other treasuring as a result of human affection. As a result, things start to develop, maybe a baby is conceived. Only then, maybe, the woman discovers she was wrong to trust the man, or, maybe the man finds out the woman doesn't trust him to help her in a responsible way. Even without the baby, a man or woman can discover they are trapped or hurt by a relationship in which they gave too much. How can they ever be ready to trust each other again? Would they be wise enough not to get caught in an emotional situation they're unprepared for. On this illusory plane, the so-called 'rules' are valuable as a means to stop the riptide of the swamps that lie ahead.

He explained to me how the bishops invent the theological rules, and then try to make flesh-and-blood creatures fit the theoretical network. He sounded like a freedom fighter when inquired, "Who needs such a burdensome religion?"

I said, "Maybe you have the cart before the horse." He asked, "I said, "The human condition existed before God made Moses the Ten Commandments. The use of human sexuality has serious consequences. Couples give themselves to each other treasuring as a result of human affection. As a result, things start to develop, maybe a baby is conceived. Only then, maybe, the woman discovers she was wrong to trust the man, or, maybe the man finds out the woman doesn't trust him to help her in a responsible way. Even without the baby, a man or woman can discover they are trapped or hurt by a relationship in which they gave too much. How can they ever be ready to trust each other again? Would they be wise enough not to get caught in an emotional situation they're unprepared for. On this illusory plane, the so-called 'rules' are valuable as a means to stop the riptide of the swamps that lie ahead."

"By swamps, you undoubtedly mean the sins that lie ahead!" I shouted my shoulders in an averseness as I was willing to think the worst. "When I'm talking to a teenage girl made pregnant by a teenage kid, sin is not a word that comes quickly to my mind. I'm much more ready to think, 'What have you done to yourself?' I'm more inclined to ask, 'How can I help you most?' The two of them will resolve the burden of their guilt when they deal with their consciences, for which, all know, may be as pure as the snow. Even if they are as perfect as the angels of God, they're not ready, as high school students, to start raising a family.

"A Church worth its salt would help educate teenagers to use precautions that would keep them out of trouble," he said pointedly.

"It's not the Church's business to teach things which contradict its tradition."

I'm not going to call adolescents, having sex, to sex birth control. My job is to show them what love means they shouldn't hurt each other by wandering off the reservation. What good would a Church be if it changed its tradition for the miracles of a secular society inflicted upon God?"

"How very caring the Church's servants turn out to be," he answered.

"I'm sure you'll find the world much more caring and forgiving."

"I'm tired of being a part of a Church that gets kicked around. Maybe the Church, in its villainy, has been superseded by the improved faith and morals of the liberal establishment. Suffering, according to the newspaper, continues to go on in the secular city. The sexual revolution, they say, is almost over. Herpes and AIDS are sicknesses, it seems to me, which are the only modern ills the Church is not blamed for - have made management fashionable and necessary. Women find it difficult to be single-sex pairs. Some of them are bitter about the old-fashioned morality that left them exposed to suffering children.

If the Church were to disappear, mankind would be free from the rights of the rights of God. It's hard to say how the Gospel of Christ would be remembered. The world wouldn't have to deal with religious crusades and inquisitions; however, there would be no strong voice protesting against evil, and offering salvation. The other denominations professing Christ would face tough sledding, if the Goliath of the churches but dies.

Some power structure like Communism would probably try to fill the void. The State would probably make regulations controlling the acceptable forms of sexual expression; no self-respecting power structure could declare that all that psychic energy do as is pleasures. I wonder if people would feel freer as sexual creatures.

I'm tired of listening to Catholics so lacking in class that they go around whining, "It's the Church's fault." I've heard it all my Catholic life: "I'm pregnant and single; it's the Church's fault." (For God's sake, now!) "I'm Irish and Catholic, therefore I drink. It's the Church's fault." "I'm a priest, and I'm lonely. It's the Church's fault." "I'm a second-rate citizen. It's the Church's fault." I went to Catholic schools, so I'm socially inhibited. It's the Church's fault. It's the Church's fault. It's the Church's fault. It's the Church's fault. I don't want to hear the Church's fault.

"Blaming the Church" is a parlor game you can play all your life. You can play it all your life. You can stick the blame for everything: your failures, omissions, sorrows, disappointments. The infinite varieties of shabbiness can be heaped as an argument on the shoulders of the pope, the bishops, priests, brothers and sisters. And if, and may God forbid, you end up in a place of everlasting torment, you can explain to the devil, when you meet him face to face, "It's the Church's fault," and go through all eternity blaming it.

My opinion is this. In the growth toward Christian maturity, the Church is trying to help us, showing us the truth that is part of an ancient wisdom. The Church, as a servant, has to live and learn; therefore the Church will be smarter tomorrow than it is today. We have to learn and learn; therefore the Church changes its mind as we change. It's hard to say how long it took us to get an English Mass!

The Church, if it exists forever, will never be as liberal as the New Morality, nor should you want it to be. Where would you go for a second opinion? Most of the time, you had to go to the Church. The Church is right. As Shakespeare wrote, "The faults, dear Brutus, are not in the stars, but in ourselves."

---

Restoring the lustre

A capacity crowd assembled in Penn State's stadium to witness the showdown between the No. 2 ranked Nittany Lions and the resurgent 8-1 Fighting Irish.

Both teams were bowled down. Penn State would face the Ohio State Buckeyes in the Orange Bowl and Notre Dame then, the undefeated LSU Tigers in the Sugar Bowl. The outcome of the game would figure in the determination of the mythical national champion.

The Gipper's Ghost

Chapter 21

The Nittany Lions emerged from the tunnel first. The Irish followed.

"Our Lady's Tough Guys" set the tone with a powerful running back from the resurgent Fighting Irish football team, had confronted Dutch with a staggering display - that Dutch was really the human ghost of the ghost of George Gipp.

Dutch/George Gipp had surprised Nicki Fee's Notre Dame team the year before. Knute Rockne was on earth in the guise of Father Rock, the team chaplain.
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This is the 21st episode of The Observer's serial publication of the Notre Dame Department. It is called, "The Gipper's Ghost." In last week's episode, Nicki Summers, the sports editor of The Observer and steady of Dutch Reagan, the phenomenal running back of the resurgent Fighting Irish football team, had confronted Dutch with a staggering display - that Dutch was really the human ghost of the ghost of George Gipp.

Dutch/George Gipp had surprised Nicki Fee's Notre Dame team the year before. Knute Rockne was on earth in the guise of Father Rock, the team chaplain.
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The Observer, Notre Dame's student newspaper, features articles about the Notre Dame men's and women's tennis teams, a notice for lost items including a pair of blue leather gloves, a beige sports jacket, a class ring with an aquamarine stone, and a gold watch on the North Quad. There are also notices for rides needed to various destinations, including Milwaukee, Michigan, and New Jersey. The newspaper also promotes events such as the Notre Dame spirit week, with activities like a mandatory meeting, mandatory participation in the St. Jude's run, and a dance tournament. The sports section includes news about the Notre Dame men's and women's tennis teams, the Notre Dame indoor championships, and the women's tennis match at the University of Michigan. The classifieds section offers various services, including rides, transportation, and social events.
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**Start planning now for**

**BEACH PARTY**

**April 3**

Costume contest, prizes, fun and drink specials

---

**The Observer**

is now accepting applications for the following positions:

**Copy Chief**

Circulation Manager

Submit personal statement and resume to Joe Murphy by 5 p.m. Monday, March 17

3rd Floor LaFortune

---

**CONGRATULATIONS**

**Ted Gradel**

**on your Bengal Bowl victory.**

---

**The Unique St. Patrick’s Day Gift**

**Beautiful Prints from the National Gallery of Ireland**

call 272-5578

before 9:00 am & after 2:00 pm & all day Sat.

---

**Lee’s Ribs**

*the Boss with the Sauce*

 proudly presents

---

**THE LAW**

**SATURDAY NIGHT**

$2 cover       $1 Molsens

---

**NCAA continued from page 16**

Notre Dame's guys are big, but I feel we can get up and down the floor better.”

Little Rock, 22-10, has won 18 of its last 19 games. The Trojans beat Centenary last Saturday to win the Trans America Athletic Conference tournament and an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.

Despite this, it's easy to see how Little Rock could be intimidated by Notre Dame. The Irish are ranked 10th in this week's AP poll and are a team which the Little Rock players have seen on television a number of times this season. Intimidation will not be a factor tonight, through, according to the Little Rock players.

"We're not intimidated by Notre Dame. They lace up their shoes the same place we do," says Myers.

"The only difference is that it says Notre Dame across the front of their uniforms and it says UALR across the front of ours.

"We've got to be ourselves tonight. We don't have anything to lose." Irish coach Digger Phelps says he cannot afford to worry about the mental state of Little Rock or how well the Trojans have been playing lately.
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**Don't miss your last chance to grasp a golden tan before Spring Break.**

**20% OFF**

with this ad only

**THE LAW**

**SATURDAY NIGHT**

$2 cover       $1 Molsens

---

**I COUPON**

to Joe Murphy by 5 p.m. Monday, March 17

3rd Floor LaFortune

---

**Copy Chief**

Circulation Manager

Submit personal statement and resume to Joe Murphy by 5 p.m. Monday, March 17

3rd Floor LaFortune
Holtz has some big worries with his '86 Irish

Special to The Observer

Notre Dame football Coach Lou Holtz says he has discovered shocking weaknesses in recruiting, particularly at backfield skills but denies any implicit criticism of his predecessor, Gerry Faust.

"We have more problems than we can even cover right now," Holtz said yesterday during a press conference.

The Notre Dame squad was prepared to begin a five-day spring practice season today, the first in line for practice under the leadership of the former Minnesota coach. Faust resigned and joined the University of Akron after a disappointing free agent year at Notre Dame that ended with a 5-6 record.

"I'm worried exceptionally about the offensive line," Holtz said. The new coach says he has more quarterbacks than defensive linemen, an imbalance in recruiting that will complicate the task of fielding a highly competitive team.

Holtz continued from page 16

"I worry about depth, I worry about speed, but we're not very strong," he said.

During the question-and-answer session, Holtz seemed to take pains to avoid open criticism of Faust. But he repeatedly pointed out weaknesses and distanced himself from Faust, despite praising his predecessor for integrity and compassion.

"I can count, and when I count numbers at certain positions, they don't go very high," he said.

"I'm sure (Faust) had reasons and plans for the way he did things. I'm not criticizing that whatsoever," he added later.

"But I was shocked to find out that we had three defensive linemen on scholarship on the whole football team and six quarterbacks," he said.

"That's not a criticism by any stretch of the imagination, but it is going to present some problems. I don't see how anyone could ever criticize or second guess Gerry Faust," he continued. "By the same token, I sure hope you don't expect me to be like him, because I cannot be.

Holtz is prepared to start from square one.

"My impressions of our personnel have come strictly from interviews, personal relationship with them and observations in the winter program," says Holtz. "I have not made any evaluations based on past performances. What's happened in the past I couldn't care less about. I don't know what a young man was asked to do, I don't know what physical condition was. I don't know what his mental attitude was."

"I would avoid giving credit to anyone who has ever played football," said Holtz.

Following this afternoon's workout, the squad is practice-slated for tomorrow at 1 p.m. Practices next week are slated for Sunday and Tuesday, with the first spring scrimmage scheduled for Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
BENEFIT DANCE

FOR KEVIN HURLEY

- FOOD
- MUSIC
- DANCING

SENIOR BAR
SAT, MARCH 15TH
7PM - 2AM
(NO I.D. REQUIRED !!)

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO
KEVIN'S LONG TERM CARE

$300 DONATION

CHA-CHA-CHA

ADWORKS
Lacrosse team faces Ashland tomorrow

The Notre Dame lacrosse team continues preparations for its 1986 season with a scrimmage against Ashland College at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at Carter Field.

The Irish will be without the services of two key players who will graduate in May - Justin Shay and Bob Trocchi. Returning, however, is last season's second-leading scorer, Joe Franklin (40 goals and 11 assists).

Franklin will play one attack position, with the other spot probably being manned by senior co-captain Tom Groome. The other co-captain, senior Mike Rice, anchors a solid Irish defensive unit.

After Saturday's scrimmage, the team travels to Virginia for spring break for a four-game road trip.

FAMOUS LAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS

"Are you OK to drive?"
"What's a few beers?"
"Did you have too much to drink?"
"I'm perfectly fine."
"Are you in any shape to drive?"
"I've never felt better."

DRINKING AND DRIVING CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

Happy St. Patty's Day
Weekend Specials March 14 - 17

Busch ½ barrel kegs $27. Augsburger 24 non returnables $8.
Miller 24/case $7.

Six Pack / Twelve Pack Specials:
Bud, Bud Light, Stroh, Stroh Light, Miller, Lite, Pabst... Your choice: 6 pack $2.48
12 pack $4.76

CORKTOWNE LIQUORS, INC. 277-6805
1841 SOUTH BEND AVE.

GET YOUR IRISH ON!

MACRI'S... a fun place to be, a great place to eat.
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**Sports**

Irish tourney trek begins tonight vs. Little Rock

By JEFF BLUM
Sports Editor

MINNEAPOLIS - It will be a very confident Arkansas-Little Rock basketball team that faces Notre Dame tonight (10:37 p.m., WNDU-TV) in the first round of the NCAA tournament. Little Rock's day in the spotlight is today at the Metrodome, and the Trojans plan to take advantage of the opportunity presented by Notre Dame.

"No one has heard of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock," says Trojan head coach Mike Newell, "but this is the start of something big for UALR. Our players have confidence in themselves and have waited for the opportunity to get some exposure." 

Don't think this fact has been lost on Notre Dame. The Irish realize that they cannot afford to take Little Rock lightly.

"We've been in the limelight and maybe they haven't," says Irish forward Ken Barlow. "They're going to play, too." 

The game figures to be quite a battle on the boards. Last week, Little Rock led the country in rebound margin with the Irish being second in that category. But this week that is reversed, Notre Dame is first and Little Rock is second.

Up front, Little Rock starts Michael Clarke and Pete Myers, both 6-6, and 6-7 Paris McCurdy. Clarke is 15th in the nation in rebounding this week.

At guard, Little Rock goes with Marvin Jackson and freshman Paul Springer. With such a small front line, the Trojans will try to wear out the Irish and - to get Notre Dame's height advantage. Little Rock's game is to run, shoot and score a lot. The Trojans are 1-0 in the country in scoring margin, averaging 79.5 points per game.

"Since Notre Dame has beef inside," says Myers, "the key for us is to combat that to use our quickness to get up and down the floor." 

The major problem Holtz will have to face is a shortage of linemen. Arkansas-Little Rock spent two hours in LaCrosse, Wis., yesterday waiting for permission for its plane to land in Minneapolis. If Notre Dame gets past Little Rock, it is assigned to play the South Bend Tribune game to see a little bit of Fargo, N.D., yesterday waiting for permission for its plane to land in Minneapolis. 

"Going up against guys like Tim Kempton and Ken Barlow will give us an opportunity to see how good my talents are," says Myers. "I've waited for this for a long time." 

"We feel we match up well with them," said Holtz.

see NCAA, page 11

---

Football team opens spring drills this afternoon

By LARRY BURKE
Assistant Sports Editor

While most of the country is engrossed in NCAA basketball tournament, it will be football, not basketball, that is the main order of business for Notre Dame players and coaches this afternoon.

Head Coach Lou Holtz and his Irish open their 1986 spring practice schedule at 3:30 p.m. today. The squad has four practices and a scrimmage scheduled before spring break, "There are just going to have to start after, which will not be exceptionally disappointing, I don't really know what elements are going to be coming," Holtz said. "But there is inclement because I understand it is going to rain all day before spring break, we re just going to have to start after, which will be to do the other positions," Holtz said.

The other thing is after five days, we think we'll have a better idea of what direction we need to go on offense, defense and alignment of people," Holtz said. "The real criteria is whether or not the elements are going to be coming," Holtz said. "It's a nice court, said Irish forward Ken Barlow, "but the floor at the Metrodome is a raised one, meaning the players if we could have a bit of time to really sit down and evaluate what people and position moves you may wish to make." 

Holtz said he hopes the South Bend weather, unpredictable at this time of year, would be cooperative, because outdoor workouts will be important.

We can't go indoors if the weather is inclement because if we're standing there having some events here at the ACC, we'll have to do the same thing," said Holtz. "If we can't go indoors, we're just going to have to do the other positions, which we didn't do for the first year and a new year, we feel it is to our advantage and to the advantage of the players if we could possibly have five days of practice before they leave for break.

As I have mentioned before, we do not have very many defensive linemen and we have a severe shortage at offensive line. Number one, if somebody has a bump or a bruise after five days, that gives them a bit of time to rehabilitate, so we should start off with a relatively injury-free team after the break.

The other thing is after five days, we think we'll have a better idea of what direction we need to go on offense, defense and alignment of personnel," Holtz added. "If you wait to have to start after, which will be to do the other positions," Holtz said.

"That's something that will have an awful lot of effect on what we're going to do," Holtz said.

see FOOTBALL, page 12

---

Notre Dame can't afford to lose the heat

MINNEAPOLIS - The Irish arrived here yesterday only to find a storm that dropped about five inches of snow on the city. But that should be the least of these worries today as they face a very physical team in Arkansas-Little Rock.

You might think Notre Dame has an easy ticket to the tournament because of their 14-13 record. But had ample time to make their scheduled 6 p.m. practice time at the Metrodome. "We're used to bad weather," said Phelps. "We played 13 road games this season, from Syracuse to Utah, so nothing we haven't already seen."

Miami (Ohio) got in so late that it never even got a chance to practice at the Metrodome.

Out of the way journeys as a result of the weather were many. Arkansas-Little Rock spent two hours in LaCrosse, Wis., yesterday waiting for permission for its plane to land in Minneapolis. Jack was forced to make a detour to Cleveland, where Forrest Miller of the South Bend Tribune got to see a little bit of Fargo, N.D. (250 miles north), when his plane was forced to refuel for the second time before it could land in Minneapolis.

As the highest-seeded team in its bracket, Notre Dame will wear its white home uniforms tonight, and would do the same on Sunday if it wins.

For tonight's game, the Irish have been assigned to the locker room usually occupied by the NBL's Minnesota Vikings. If Notre Dame gets past Little Rock, it is assigned to the locker room for Sunday's second-round game.

An estimated 10,000-15,000 Illini fans have bought tickets to the tournament games at the Metrodome so that they might watch both Iowa and Illinois State play. If Notre Dame beats Little Rock and if Iowa can beat North Carolina, the Irish would be facing a very hostile crowd in Sunday's second-round game. More than half of the crowd is likely to be made of Iowa's boisterous fans.

Notre Dame and Illinois were the finalists to hold the 1991 NCAA tournament finals. How the Metrodome people handle this weekend's first and second-round games may go a long way in helping the NCAA make its decision. That announcement will be made sometime this summer.